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Abstract 

As a very important and widely used metallurgical product -- bearing steel, it is widely 
used in national defense, industry, agriculture and other fields.Bearing, commonly 
known as mechanical joints, play a supporting role in the process of rotation, and 
reducing the friction between mechanical mechanisms in the rotation process to ensure 
the accuracy of mechanical rotation, which is a basic accessory in the machinery industry 
and civil tools.Bearing is generally mainly composed of rolling body, inner and outer 
casing, among which rolling body includes ball, roller and rolling needle, which are made 
of bearing steel.As a supporting foundation part, its working environment is worse, and 
it is subject to various alternating stresses such as tensile force, pressure, shear force 
and friction force. 
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1. Overview of the development situation of bearing steel in China 

After more than 100 years of development, the relevant technology of bearing steel has been 
relatively mature.In order to adapt to the complex working environment of bearing, bearing 
steel has developed and formed many series: medium carbon bearing steel, high carbon 
chromium bearing steel, carbonization bearing steel, high temperature bearing steel, stainless 
rust bearing steel, etc.Among them, the most used range is high carbon chromium bearing steel, 
which can be called the representative steel of bearing steel. As a co-analysis of steel with its 
carbon content is about 1.0%, chromium can realize the further uniform distribution of carbon 
content size in steel and significant refinement.High carbon chromium bearing steel with 52100 
can be divided into G Cr4 (GB / T182542002), GCr15, GCr15Si Mo, GCr15Si Mn, GCr18Mo, 
bearing steel has the largest GCr15 output, accounting for more than 90% of the total output.In 
order to adapt to super-large bearing or bearing components with various functions such as 
gears and hubs, medium carbon bearing steel was developed.After quenching treatment, the 
elasticity limit, yield strength ratio and wear resistance were all improved, and the fatigue 
resistance and impact resistance were further strengthened.The steel species of cold, 
temperature have good processing performance, compared with the process is simpler, can 
harden the surface.Due to the high carbon content of high carbon and chromium bearing steel, 
the impact resistance is limited, so it is not suitable for the manufacturing of railway 
locomotives, large mining machinery and other vehicle bearings.To adapt to this working 
environment, the carburizing bearing steel has emerged.This steel is treated with carbonization, 
wear resistance and surface hardness is improved, so the impact resistance is large, to meet the 
demand of such vehicle bearings.As the name implies, the high-temperature bearing steel is 
generated to adapt to the high-temperature environment. The working environment of some 
parts can exceed 300℃, such as aerospace aircraft and jet engines in the aerospace industry.At 

high temperature, the steel can still maintain high hardness, good oxidation resistance and 
strong creep resistance.The steel type is subdivided into high-temperature carburization 
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bearing steel, high-temperature and high-speed tool steel and high-temperature stainless steel 
bearing steel.Rurust bearing steel is mainly developed for the corrosive working environment 
needs of petroleum, chemical industry and food industry, and smaller precision bearings in 
instruments are also used stainless bearing steel.Can be divided into medium and high-carbon 
Martenitic stainless steel, precipitated and hardened stainless steel and austenitic stainless 
steel. 

2. Production status and development trend of bearing steel at home and 
abroad 

At present, the world's largest bearing steel producers mainly include Sweden, Japan, Russia, 
Germany and China, among which China's bearing steel output has ranked first in the world, 
accounting for about 60% of the global total output.However, in contrast, China does not occupy 
an advantage in the high-end market of bearing steel, and the quality and production of high-
grade bearing steel in Sweden and Japan are in the leading position.Sweden is the title of the 
world bearing "kingdom", Japan in the field of high-end bearing steel started later, but with 
Japanese scientific research investment, the introduction of advanced equipment and 
technology, technology optimization, make it behind, just decades to bearing steel, in bearing 
steel production, Sweden and Japan advanced equipment, mature process, product quality is 
very stable.The level and direction of bearing steel production quality in the world can be 
represented by the bearing steel production status of these two countries.After the 19 80s, 
bearing steel made a major breakthrough in the production of steel technology.The most 
representative are the famous bearing steel manufacturers in Japan and Swedish companies. 
With their advanced technology and excellent equipment and technology, their bearing steel 
output occupies about 70% of the total output of western industrialized countries.Looking at 
the changing trend of the world industrial structure, the future of bearing steel production will 
develop in these two directions: one is to develop the premise of bearing steel that meet the 
general demand and low cost, and the other is to develop ultra-high purity bearing steel that 
meet high standards.In terms of bearing steel research and production technology, developed 
countries pay more attention to comprehensive factors such as efficient quality and low cost, 
and achieve production through high quality and efficient professional production lines. 

China's bearing steel production started in the 1950s and 1960s. At first, it could only produce 
high-carbon chromium bearing steel, all imported high-quality bearing steel from the original 
Soviet Union. After decades of investment and development, it has become a real bearing steel 
production country worthy of the name, but China's bearing steel in the specifications and 
varieties are not perfect, and the production of many low-grade bearing steel, steel quality, 
appearance and stability is poor, still need to import high quality and high demand bearing steel. 
Due to the small use of high-grade bearing steel and the high standard, the general steel 
enterprises pay less attention to it in the improvement of the product grade, and in the 
construction of professional production lines, they can not reach the high-level professional 
production, which cannot effectively reduce the cost. With gradually paying attention to this 
deficiency, under several years of continuous efforts, at present, compared with developed 
countries, the metallurgical quality of bearing steel in China has gradually been significantly 
improved. 

Compared with developed countries, there is still a certain gap in the number of steel bearing 
products, material quality and heat treatment equipment and technology. The international 
competition is fierce, and the development of China's bearing steel should not only be satisfied 
with the leading production, but also make a breakthrough in the quality improvement of 
bearing steel and steel seed development, so as to enhance the international competitiveness 
of China's bearing industry and metallurgical level. 
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3. Conclusion 

Because the use time of bearings should be particularly long, the high-quality bearing 
manufacturing process is complex and the technical parameters are high, so there are bearings 
in the important transportation equipment. Bearing is widely used in high-speed rail, 
automobile, wind power, precision machine tools and navigation 

Aerospace, has become an important basic component of the modern machinery industry. Some 
people call the bearing mechanical joints, supporting the process of mechanical rotation and 
movement, but its in-depth exploration has yet to be further expanded by scientists. 
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